
GROWING TOGETHER... WITH DENKAVIT
Growing together is Denkavit’s philosophy. Nutritionists, 

food researchers and cattle farmers across the world are 

faced with the task of assuring the healthy growth of 

animals every day. But they don’t need to do this alone. 

We support them with the expertise and products they 

need to realise this. Not just now, but also over the longer 

term. That’s why we are continually searching for new 

products, concepts and applications of raw materials and 

additives.  

Expertise… so you can grow too.
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Mellow Go
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‘The best prestarter’
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Increasingly large litters mean piglets in farrowing 
pens require the very best supplementary feed. This 
teaches piglets to consume and digest solid feed as soon 
as possible, preparing them well for the period after 
weaning. Mellow Go is a unique product that combines 
the convenience of dry feed with the high intake of 
porridge in unique soft mellows.

Fast feed intake
The soft ‘bite’, the pleasant smell and the 

tasty flavour of Mellow Go ensure that 

piglets of just a few days old eagerly consume 

these mellows. And that means they benefit 

directly from a head start versus piglets who 

are given traditional supplementary feed or 

none at all. Research indicates that piglets 

weaned with Mellow Go realise higher feed 

uptake both during and after weaning, have 

fewer energy dips, and grow faster. The 

mortality rate is also lower for piglets on 

Mellow Go.

MELLOW GO WEANING FEED

MELLOW GO WEANING FEED

PIGLET MILK

Day 0 day 4  -5 before weaning   weaning +14 after weaning

Day 0 day 2 day 4 day 12     -5 before weaning   weaning +14 after weaning

Unique new production process
Mellow Go is made using a completely 

new production process. This method of 

production makes it possible to better 

anticipate the specific requirements of young 

animals using a new range of premium raw 

materials.

Convenience and hygiene
Key benefits of Mellow Go include 

convenience and optimal hygiene. The soft 

pellets are easy to dose in any piglet feeding 

bowl. What’s more, Mellow Go is dispensed 

dry, minimizing the risk of undesirable 

bacterial growth in the feed bowls. And that 

means they don’t need to be cleaned so 

often. Compared to piglet milk or wet feed, 

the switch from mellows to piglet pellets 

goes much more smoothly. This means you 

are assured of a higher weaning weight and 

stronger piglets that grow fast after weaning.

Mellow Go; the best prestarter
•  Getting used to eating and digesting solid 

feed

• Greater convenience 

• Optimal hygiene

The best prestarter for a fast start in the 
farrowing pen and problem-free weaning!

‘Problem-free weaning, as 
piglets get used to solid feed 
very early.’
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